
     
 

 
Towards a Carbon Neutral Exeter - Barriers identified in the          
workshop 
 
Workshop date: 5th February 2020 

 

Introduction 
This document summarises the barriers as identified by the assembled group in response to              
the question “If Exeter is to be carbon-neutral by 2030 what political and policy challenges               
will we need to overcome? 

A list of attendees is provided at the end of this document. Insights from these barriers will                 
be included in the Net Zero Exeter Plan to be delivered in early April 2020. 

 

 

Mobility 

Mobility Barrier Statements  

These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)             
and group discussion. The formal template not completed by the group. 

● Fear of how councillors tell constituents difficult messages about removing parking,           
charging for car journeys and reallocating road space for walking and cycling.  

● Need to be talking openly about the difficult things that we are going to need to be                 
doing.  

● Fear that citizens might have about this. “Too difficult”, “Too hard” 

● Don’t have an ambitious transport strategy yet that's fit for a net-zero future. 

● Planning system doesn't serve us well, with Exeter having limited ability to control             
development in the city. Should our planners be more muscular in insisting that             
transport policies are adhered to in new applications. 

 



     
 

● Minds are not yet thinking big and bold and ambitious enough. Incremental still             
appears to be the mindset in the Highway Authority. Some councillors appear to think              
we are doing quite well actually. 

● Needs bold leadership from our leaders. 

● We are not sure whether the county councillors actually appreciate the scale of the              
emergency. The city-county local government structure does not serve us well for            
solving Exeter’s transport challenges. Nor does the party political tension between           
Exeter and Devon. 

 

 

Mobility Post-It Transcripts 

● People thinking they know when they don't 
● Lack of cheap and reliable public transport 
● Local authority lack devolved power and finance to control transport issues 
● Local plan not fit for purpose 
● Appeals go to ministers unconnected with local ambitions 
● Planning still promotes the car 
● Lack of willingness to progress workplace parking levy - to invest in sustainable             

workforce travel, why is this different from BID? 
● Lack of flexibility of use of finance for highways 
● People travelling to work or school - not enough local opportunity 
● Lack of legislation to require coordination etc of buses 
● Money 
● Political will 

 



     
 

● Individual attachment to car 
● Journeys from places with no public transport 
● Privatised, commercially driven buses and trains 
● Broken - business as usual won't cut it 
● Car parking income 
● How do we bring people to accept no parking on          

any street  
● cost of public transport - lack of subsidy 
● People should have priority over cars 
● Fear! Too difficult 
● People's sense of personal freedom with their car  
● politicians - do we have the guts to bring in road           

pricing and taxation 
● Don't understand that electric vehicles aren't the       

answer to congestion 
● Lack of excellent infrastructure (cycle lanes,      

footways) 
● Bus fares too high 
● People not understanding that they are the problem 
● Concern that this will impact growth 
● Transport treated as a profit making concern not a social good 
● Need to generate a different business model 
● Do our city and county councils work well together 
● Parking - we don't dare take it away 
● Any block met in local authority should be removed not accepted 
● Lack of enough safe cycling routes 
● Lack of reliable public transport 
● Public transport is not publically owned / run 
● Expectations about movement 
● Legal ownership of buses 
● Need consultation to get data to know what transport does not work for the people 
● Lack of truly integrated transport policy from central government 
● Time keeping of buses 
● Dangerous roads preventing more walking routes 
● Assumptions that park and ride are the solution, need to challenge the data and              

invest in urban / rural networks 
● Safety for pedestrians 
● Market economics 
● Human nature 
● Finance 
● Disability and mobility issues 
● Housing being built outside the city limits 

 

 

 

 

 
 



     
 

Mobility Barriers - Word Cloud 

 

  

 



     
 

Energy 

Energy Barrier Summaries 

These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)             
and group discussion.  
 

Energy Barrier: Incentives to energy reduction 

Why is it important? 

Affordability 
Savings - carrot 
Know how - easy to do 
Decarbonised supply - local green energy 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

No legislation 
Necessary funding 
No offer on scale / reward 

What is the value if addressed? 

Zero carbon 
Better quality of life, fuel poverty, health 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Start immediately 

What resources are required? 

Collaborative public private partnerships 

What are the next steps? 

(blank) 

 
 

Energy Barrier: Planning Policy 

Why is it important? 

If we don't improve  standards it can only cost more 

Local standards need to be zero carbon 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

As a local authority we cannot enforce higher standards. Central government is not             

 



     
 

supportive. There is a lack of legislation. 

What is the value if addressed? 

Better, more sustainable housing stock. 
Net zero building capability 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Immediately 

What resources are required? 

Policy change. 
Bigger scale of building to bring down costs of heating / renewables 

What are the next steps? 

Local plan eg GESP to stipulate higher standards 
Politicians to lobby government 

 

Energy Barrier: Knowledge and understanding (technical) 

Why is it important? 

Know how / fear factor / fear of mis-selling.  
Measurement - being able to identify what can be done 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

Products and skills aren't available. 
Technology not trusted 

What is the value if addressed? 

Carbon zero 
Local jobs / skilled labour 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Immediately 

What resources are required? 

Funding 
Demonstrations 
Local authority leadership and community leadership 

What are the next steps? 

(blank) 

 
 



     
 

Energy Post-It Transcripts 

● District heating - more expensive if not already in         
existence 

● Poor insulation and cost barrier to improvements 
● Retrofitting - costs, skilled labour 
● Technology uses power - can we do with less 
● Planning law, developers viability - how to       

incentivise developers / investors 
● Lack of capital grants  
● Loan companies worry that they are not fair /         

beneficial 
● Worry local policy will be unpopular policy 
● Grid capacity 
● Representation to government - lobby 
● power to enforce ban on fuel types 
● Concerns re commercial control re district heating 
● Cost 
● Funding to deliver retrofit to council properties 
● Incentives to reduce consumption 
● Cost barrier to reduction 
● Building standards - not doing anything will cost        

more 
● Not easy to make the changes - cost and         

availability 
● Lack of government legislation and support 
● To make decisions: - skills, affordability,      

opportunity, ease, lack of vision 
● Education - lack of know-how on usage and        

environmental cost 
● Return on investment 
● Lack of financial incentives to private landlords 
● Planning policy lacks teeth in ensuring appropriate energy efficiency of new build 
● National planning policy not local political control 
● Shared ownership might restrict interventions 
● Ownership issues 
● Need more support for community initiatives 
● Lack of ownership leads to inequality 
● Growth - business, domestic, technology 
● Need local energy for local people  
● Not easy to do 
● Public perception of failure 
● Lack of understanding about energy use (eg leaving lights on) 
● Training schemes need funding 

 

 



     
 

Energy Barriers - Word Cloud 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 



     
 

Sustainability 
 
Sustainability Barrier Summaries 

These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)             
and group discussion.  
 

Sustainability Barrier: people are not educated in the waste hierarchy: avoid, reduce,            
reuse, recycle (behaviour) 

Why is it important? 

Less non-recyclable waste - pay less 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

Population not consistent. Turn over of rental and student properties 

What is the value if addressed? 

financial 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Immediately 

What resources are required? 

Man-power - staff and councillors 

What are the next steps? 

Educating local people to inform their neighbours - as soon as practical 

 
 

Sustainability Barrier: The total value of green space and maintaining it is not             
understood (business / economic) 

Why is it important? 

Having access to green space for health and wellbeing and to improve mental health.              
Green space / land value is worth more to build on. 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

We have had land to develop in the past but not any more. Green space is being seen as                   
important. 

What is the value if addressed? 

You get a greater return on land for housing and even more for students. PBSA. You get                 

 



     
 

less money in for some comm decisions. 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Immediately 

What resources are required? 

Policy planning changes 

What are the next steps? 

Educating residents / businesses  
Months. 

 
 

Sustainability Barrier: We don't have control over the highway network, public transport            
or allocating clean air zones. (political / policy) 

Why is it important? 

Historical. Enables clean air, reduction in carbon emissions. 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

Two tier political hierarchy 

What is the value if addressed? 

Higher economic growth. Health improvements. Reducing environmental impact. 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

3-5 years 

What resources are required? 

Partnership with DCC utilised with central government 

What are the next steps? 

Engage with DCC. Public communications and educations. 
Election cycle can cause delays. 

 
 

Sustainability Barrier: No power to set higher environmental planning standards (political           
/ policy) 

Why is it important? 

Council would love to insist on higher environmental build standards, this would contribute             

 



     
 

to reduce carbon production 

Why has it not been addressed yet? 

Central government are trying to reduce planning controls not allowing us to increase             
them 

What is the value if addressed? 

Reduced carbon production per household, warmer homes, cheaper to run (eg. if            
Passivhaus) 

In what timeframe should it be addressed? 

Immediately 

What resources are required? 

Lobbying into central government, conservative councillors buying into the need and           
joining the lobby 

What are the next steps? 

All party support, and sector, when approaching the government. Likely timescales in            
years (sadly) 

 

Sustainability Post-It Transcripts 

● Green space incorrectly values - doesn't make a        
profit. Lose money from leases 

● Old drainage infrastructure needs replacing 
● Putting species of trees in the wrong places if it isn't           

planned or influenced 
● Supermarkets not purchasing local produce 
● Persuading supermarkets to have local produce      

even if vegetables are not the right size 
● Availability of individuals to afford local food 
● Storage of food to fill the hunger gap 
● Lack of land for all to have access to grow food 
● Efficient resource management, challenge of     

meeting health and safety rules 
● Education 
● Single use plastic free city - supermarkets do not         

answer this 
● Focus should be on single use plastics not just plastic - reusable city 
● Educating people 
● Commercial property owned by ECC does not allow zero waste shops / local shops /               

market streets 
● Availability of charging points 
● How to legislate about private vehicles 
● City wide zero waste education difficult with a 48% population turnover 

 



     
 

● Shops still sell single use plastic in exeter, how can we influence business changes              
to their buying 

● Zero waste shops not always affordable - can't get a full shop 
● Supermarkets are not under our control or influence 
● Need clarity over evidence based policy not using wooly phrases - offense can't             

make change 
● light pollution in exeter will be a wildlife challenge 
● How to create quality green space in existing urban areas, no free space available for               

green space. Financial pressures 
● More wildlife eg letting weeds and grass grow vs access by all 
●  Lack of understand of how much green space costs to run 
● Hunger gap - our climate cannot provide enough food to feed us for parts of the year                 

- need to use technological innovation 
● 10 minutes to get to green space if you have a disability 
● Increasing capacity of urban drainage in existing developed areas 
● Rule of not being allowed to cross-subsidise bus routes 
● Need to base air quality statements on legal limits (not from WHO) and commitment              

to good air quality 
● Can we dictate to residents to buy ULEV? 
● Clean air is not taught as part of the curriculum 
● National planning and policy framework does not stipulate build to the highest            

standard 
● Enough support for people to build self-build carbon neutral homes 
● Cost of installing plumbing to ECC properties so they can use rainwater. No power              

over private properties. 
● Need to change community infrastructure levy to be lower for energy efficient            

developments and higher for low efficiency developments 
● Grey water tanks are not a planning requirement 
● Carbon neutrality development - no power t require developers to do this 
● Don't have the power to run or influence buses or services 
● No power over private bus companies. Or taxis. Or private cars 
● Close to 50% of ULEV in city are controlled by ECC 
● No power of direction of public transport (private hands) 
● Doesn't say that local plan needs to be updated - eg on SUDS, carbon neutral               

development, travel etc 
● Private cars, ULEV - no power to control that 
● Need to have real information not spin on CO2 impact of technology. May lose public               

confidence eg incinerator isn't carbon neutral and doesn't deliver heat as promised 
● How do you measure the health outcomes? Mental health? Less asthma attacks? 
● Energy positive buildings - not even exeter City Living are pursuing this and we 100%               

own them 
● Government preventing higher than CSH level 4 through town planning powers 
● Appeals stop councils pushing for sustainable standards vs CIL and S106 

 

 

 

 
 



     
 

Sustainability Barriers - Word Cloud 

 

 

 

 

 



     
 

Capability 
Capability Barrier Statements  

These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)             
and group discussion. The formal template was not completed by the group. 

● Collaboration amongst business. Getting genuine understanding that cooperation is         
better than competition will be hard. 

● Building capacity: People are often more motivated by negativity than positivity.           
99% ambivalent or mildly supportive can be overruled by 1% strongly against. And             
for politicians motivated by the next election, this is hard to overcome. Can only be               
overcome by putting aside small differences and completely committing to the           
objective. 

● Finance: The objectives sound good, but councils do not have the skills to do this.               
Where will they get them? 

● Data: Fears over police state and civil liberties are genuine, and trust in the ‘state’ to                
get this right is not there. 

● The objective to have 50% volunteering on climate objectives is right, because it's             
about building commitment in the community, and this will be evidence. However,            
this should be about 50% of the population feeling they needed to put effort into               
changing something in their life or environment, a bit every year, or helping other              
people to do it.  

 

Capability Post-It Transcripts 

● How citizens are heard 
● Support for startups 
● Collecting data has many problems - usability,       

GDPR, cost 
● Analytical approach - a commitment to a wireless        

city  
● Exeter pound didn't work 
● Data trust - issues re civil liberties and privacy         

rights (opt in - opt out) 
● Data collected in usable form 
● Willingness of citizens to share data 
● Cost of development of analytical systems 
● Road pricing and taxation - bring it on 
● Locally controlled finance - need to generate funds        

for local control and reinvestment - not extract profits 
● City purchasing and carbon neutral supply chain - might be more expensive 
● Managing and organising volunteers / volunteering 

 



     
 

● Education - little space in the curriculum 
● Isolation is a barrier to a thriving community 
● Coops or social enterprise, volunteering, strong and sustainable community anchor 

organisation 
● 50% is a paradigm shift 
● Affordable public transport 
● Dealing with objective culture 
● City partnership must include community actors not just businesses and local 

authorities 
● Cooperation amongst competing businesses 
● How will Exeter ensure voices of citizens are heard? 
● Rent for startups 

 

Capability Barriers - Word Cloud 

 
 
 
  

 



     
 

Attendees 
 
Cllr Philip Bialyk 
Cllr Rachel Sutton 
Cllr Chris Buswell 
Cllr Amal Ghusain 
Cllr David Harvey 
Cllr Rachel Lyons 
Cllr Michael Mitchell 
Cllr Diana Moore 
Cllr Jemima Moore 
Cllr Judy Pattison 
Cllr Greg Sheldon 
Cllr Ruth Williams 
Cllr Matthew Vizard 
Cllr Tony Wardle 
Cllr Duncan Wood 
Cllr Laura Wright 
Cllr Carol Whitton 
Cllr Marina Asvachin (County) 
Cllr Su Aves (County) 
Karime Hassan (ECC) 
John-Paul Hedge (ECC) 
Jo Yelland (ECC) 
Baan Al Khafaji (ECC) 
Victoria Hatfield (ECC) 
Adrian Pengelly (ECC) 
Jo Pearce - (ECC) 
Howard Smith (ECC) 
Emily Reed (DCC - DCERG) 
Mark Hodgson - Co-cars/Co-bikes 
Mike Walton - Exeter Cycling Campaign 
Glenn Woodcock-Oxygen House 
Lynda Wookey (ECF / UoE) 
 
Apologies 
 
Cllr Yvonne Atkinson 
Cllr Jane Begley 
Cllr Richard Branston 
Cllr Bob Foal 
Cllr Olwen Foggin 
Clr Rob Hannaford 
Cllr David Henson 
Cllr Yolanda Henson 
Cllr Peter Holland 
Cllr Robert Lamb 
Cllr Andrew Leadbetter 
 



     
 

Cllr Kevin Mitchell 
Cllr Emma Morse 
Cllr Rob Newby 
Cllr Trish Oliver 
Cllr Keith Owen 
Cllr Hannah Packham 
Cllr Oliver Pearson 
Cllr Alys Quance 
Cllr Ian Quance 
Cllr Luke Sills 
Cllr Keith Sparkes 
Cllr Steve Warwick 
Cllr Hilary Ackland (County) 
Cllr Percy Prowse 
Bindu Arjoon (ECC) 
Kerry Hayes (Regen South West) 
 

 


